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On Eve of Elections, a Dismal Public Mood in Pakistan  
Rising Concerns about the Taliban 
 
As Pakistan prepares for national elections, the 

country’s public mood is exceedingly grim. 

Roughly nine-in-ten Pakistanis believe the 

country is on the wrong track, and about eight-

in-ten say the economy is in poor shape.  

 

Meanwhile, concerns about extremist groups 

have increased markedly. More than nine-in-

ten Pakistanis describe terrorism as a very big 

problem, and about half now say the Taliban is 

a very serious threat to their country. For the 

first time since the Pew Research Center began 

polling on these issues, the Taliban is 

essentially considered as big a threat to 

Pakistan as longtime rival India. 

 

While worries about the Taliban are growing, 

there is almost no desire to see the United 

States extend its fight against the Taliban in 

neighboring Afghanistan. Two-in-three 

Pakistanis say it is a good thing that the U.S. 

plans to remove most of its troops from 

Afghanistan by 2014. At the same time, 

Washington’s use of drones to target 

extremists in Pakistan is widely unpopular. 

 

Overall, America’s image remains extremely negative in Pakistan: Only 11% give the U.S. a 

favorable rating, and a similarly low number (10%) express confidence in President Barack 

Obama. Today, most Pakistanis (64%) see the U.S. as more of an enemy than partner, and the 

percentage of Pakistanis who think having better relations with the U.S. is important has 

declined in recent years. Meanwhile, fewer than one-in-ten Pakistanis say U.S. economic 

assistance is having a beneficial effect on their country. 

 

Big Majorities Say Country Is on 
Wrong Path, Economy Is Bad  

Way things are going in the country 
2013 

% 
Satisfied 8 
Dissatisfied 91 
Don’t know 1 
  
National economic conditions are …  
Good 17 
Bad 81 
Don’t know 3 
  
Zardari favorability  
Favorable 14 
Unfavorable 83 
Don’t know 2 
  
Sharif favorability  
Favorable 66 
Unfavorable 26 
Don’t know 8 
  
Khan favorability  
Favorable 60 
Unfavorable 17 
Don’t know 24 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q1, Q4 & Q41a,c,g.  
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Unsurprisingly, given the state of public opinion, incumbent President Asif Ali Zardari receives 

negative reviews: 83% express an unfavorable opinion of him. In contrast, two-thirds have a 

positive view of opposition leader, and former prime minister, Nawaz Sharif. Six-in-ten also 

have a positive opinion about former cricket star turned politician Imran Khan, although 

Khan’s ratings are down slightly from last year, when 70% rated him favorably.  

 

These are among the major findings from a survey of Pakistan by the Pew Research Center. 

Face-to-face interviews were conducted with 1,201 respondents from March 11 to March 31, 

2013. The sample covers approximately 82% of the country’s adult population.1 The survey also 

finds continuing support for the Pakistani military, which for decades has been an important 

player in the country’s politics. Roughly eight-in-ten (79%) think the military is having a 

positive influence on the nation.  

 

  

Pakistanis Feel as Threatened by the Taliban as by India 
 

As has been the case in recent years, extremist 

groups remain largely unpopular in Pakistan. 

Just 13% express a positive view of al Qaeda, 

and 11% say this about the Taliban. Lashkar-e-

Taiba, a radical organization active in Kashmir, 

gets somewhat higher ratings – 24% have a 

positive opinion of this group, which has been 

widely blamed in the 2008 Mumbai terrorist 

attacks.  

 

Compared with last year, the percentage who 

consider the Taliban a very serious threat to 

Pakistan has increased significantly – 49% now 

hold this view, up from 37%. This level of 

concern approaches the fears registered in a 

2009 Pew Research poll. Then, with the 

Taliban in control of the Swat Valley, which is 

within 100 miles of the capital Islamabad, 57% 

rated the Taliban a very serious threat.  

 

                                                        
1 For more on the survey’s methodology, see the Survey Methods section of this report. 

How Serious of a Threat Is … 
% Very serious threat 

 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q142a-c. 
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The level of concern about the Taliban matches 

the level of worry about neighboring India, 

with whom Pakistan has fought several major 

wars since the two countries emerged as  

independent nations more than six decades 

ago. Roughly half (52%) consider India a very 

serious threat.  

 

 

Crime, Terrorism Are Top Problems 
 

Pakistanis are concerned about a variety of 

national problems – especially crime and 

terrorism. Fully 95% describe crime as a very 

big problem, and 93% say the same about 

terrorism. 

 

Illegal drugs, political corruption, the situation 

in Kashmir, pollution, access to clean water, 

and poor quality schools are considered very 

big problems by at least two-thirds of those 

polled.  

 

 

U.S. Still Poorly Regarded 
 

Negative sentiments about the U.S. remain 

pervasive in Pakistan. About seven-in-ten 

(72%) rate America unfavorably. Although 

negative views of President Obama are 

somewhat less common than they were two 

years ago after the killing of Osama bin Laden 

in Pakistan by U.S. forces, 52% still lack 

confidence in the American leader. 

 

Only 13% think U.S.-Pakistan relations have 

improved in recent years. About half (47%) say 

it is important for the relationship to improve, 

Pakistanis Say Country Is Facing 
Many Serious Problems 
 % __ big problem 

 
Very 

Moder-
ately  Total 

% % % 
Crime 95 4 99 
Terrorism 93 5 98 
Illegal drugs 79 14 93 
Corrupt political leaders 77 13 90 
Kashmir situation 73 12 85 
Pollution 71 18 89 
Access to clean water 70 15 85 
Poor quality schools 67 23 90 
People leaving for jobs 62 20 82 
Sunni-Shia tensions 59 18 77 
Situation in Afghanistan 52 15 67 
Indian influence in Afghanistan 45 14 59 
Conflict between gov’t 
and military 37 14 51 
Conflict between gov’t  
and judiciary 36 15 51 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q16a-j, m-o, q. 

U.S., Obama Get Low Ratings, 
Most Welcome Afghan Withdrawal 

U.S. 
favorability 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
% % % % % 

Favorable 16 17 12 12 11 
Unfavorable 68 68 73 80 72 
Don’t know 16 16 16 9 16 
      
Confidence in 
Obama      

Confidence 13 8 8 7 10 
No confidence 51 60 68 60 52 
Don’t know 36 32 24 34 37 
      
      
U.S. removing 
troops from 
Afghanistan 

     

Good thing -- -- -- -- 66 
Bad thing -- -- -- -- 6 
Neither (Vol) -- -- -- -- 2 
Don’t know -- -- -- -- 26 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a, Q38 & Q107. 
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although this is less of a priority for Pakistanis today than it was a few years ago. 

 

Most Pakistanis welcome the U.S. drawdown from Afghanistan. Two-thirds say it is a good 

thing that most American troops will be gone in 2014. 

 

American drone attacks against extremist leaders are largely unpopular. Roughly two-in-three 

Pakistanis (68%) oppose U.S. drone strikes. Opinions are divided on whether the strikes are 

being conducted with (29%) or without (39%) the approval of the Pakistani government. 

Similarly, there is division over whether drone attacks may be necessary to defend Pakistan 

from extremist groups – a third agree with this position, while 40% disagree. When asked 

about the consequences of drone strikes in general, roughly three-in-four (74%) say they kill 

too many innocent people.  

 

 

Also of Note: 
 

 While most Pakistanis continue to say the economy is in bad shape, economic 

pessimism is declining. About three-in-ten (29%) expect the economy to worsen over 

the next 12 months, down from 60% in 2011. 

 

 Solid majorities say religious leaders (69%), the media (68%) and the courts (58%) are 

having a positive influence on the country. 

 

 However, evaluations of the police are quite different: Only 23% believe the police are 

having a good impact on the country. 
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1. National Conditions, Leaders and Institutions 
 

Remarkably large majorities 

believe Pakistan is on the 

wrong path and that its 

economy is in poor shape. 

Worries about crime and 

terrorism are almost 

universal, and concerns 

about political corruption, 

the situation in Kashmir, 

environmental challenges 

and poor education are also 

widespread.  

 

President Asif Ali Zardari 

and the national government 

receive extremely negative 

ratings. Both Nawaz Sharif 

and Imran Kahn, the leaders of the two main 

opposition parties in the May 11 elections, are 

considerably more popular. 

 

The military is widely seen as a positive 

influence on the nation. Religious leaders, the 

media and the court system also receive high 

marks. But, as has been true for the past few 

years, a large swath of the public says the 

police have a negative impact on the country. 

 

 

National Conditions Grim 
 

Roughly nine-in-ten Pakistanis (91%) are 

dissatisfied with the way things are going in 

their country. Views have been similarly 

negative since 2009. The last time a majority 

Widespread Discontent with Country’s Direction 
 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q1. 

But Economic Pessimism Has 
Declined 

Over next 12 months, the economy will … 
 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q5. 

2002 2007 2013 
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of Pakistanis were satisfied with the country’s direction was 2005.  

 

Opinions about Pakistan’s economy are also overwhelmingly negative. Roughly eight-in-ten 

describe economic conditions as bad, 

although this is actually a slight 

improvement from last year, when 89% 

said the economy was in poor shape.  

 

And there has been some improvement 

over the past two years in how Pakistanis 

see their country’s economic future. Today, 

they are almost evenly divided between 

those who think the economy will worsen 

over the next 12 months (29%), those who 

believe it will improve (26%), and people 

who believe it will remain the same (26%). 

In 2011 a 60% majority believed the 

economic situation would grow worse. 

 

When Pakistanis are asked about the top 

problems facing their country, crime and 

terrorism top the list, with more than nine-

in-ten rating them as very big problems.  

 

However, all 14 issues included on the 

survey are rated as at least moderately big 

problems by more than half of Pakistanis. 

And more than half consider 11 of the 14 

issues very big problems.  

 

 

Sharif, Khan More Popular than Zardari 
 

Nawaz Sharif, head of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz party (PML-N), is the most popular 

leader included on the survey, with a favorable rating from 66% of Pakistanis; roughly a 

quarter (26%) view him unfavorably. Sharif is particularly well liked in Punjab province (78%). 

 

National Priorities 
                                 % Very big problem 
 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q16a-j, m-o, q. 
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Imran Khan, leader of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf party (PTI), is also popular – 60% are 

positive toward the former cricket star and fewer than two-in-ten (17%) hold a negative 

opinion of him. Nonetheless, Khan’s ratings have declined from their high point in 2012 and 

2011, when roughly seven-in-ten Pakistanis were favorable toward him. While Khan’s 

popularity has decreased across the board, the drop has been especially steep among 18- to 29-

year-olds, his strongest supporters in 2012 (63% favorable in 2013 vs. 76% in 2012). 

 

President Zardari continues to be very 

unpopular. Few Pakistanis (14%) express 

favorable views of their leader, while more 

than eight-in-ten (83%) are unfavorable. Even 

among supporters of his political party, the 

Pakistan Peoples Party, or PPP, Zardari 

struggles to gain an advantage over Sharif. Just 

53% of those who identify with the PPP are 

favorable toward Zardari, compared with 52% 

who give Sharif high marks. 

 

Raja Pervez Ashraf, who stepped down as 

prime minister when the government finished 

its term in March 2013, also receives negative 

ratings. About half of Pakistanis (51%) give 

Ashraf a negative rating. Just 17% are 

favorable, and nearly a third (32%) express no 

opinion. 

 

Meanwhile, ratings for General Ashfaq Parvez 

Kayani and Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad 

Chaudhry have been declining steadily over the 

past few years. In 2010, a majority of 

Pakistanis (61%) were favorable toward 

Kayani, the Army chief of staff; today, fewer 

than half (45%) give him a positive review. 

Similarly, about six-in-ten (61%) had a positive 

view of Chaudhry in 2009 and 2010, while just 43% say the same now. 

 

 

 

Sharif Ranked Highest 
 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
Views of … % % % % % % 
Sharif       
Favorable 76 79 71 63 62 66 
Unfavorable 20 17 24 30 37 26 
DK 4 3 6 6 2 8 
       
Khan       
Favorable -- -- 52 68 70 60 
Unfavorable -- -- 24 16 20 17 
DK -- -- 24 16 11 24 
       
Kayani       
Favorable -- -- 61 52 54 45 
Unfavorable -- -- 14 21 26 21 
DK -- -- 26 26 21 34 
       
Chaudhry       
Favorable -- 61 61 51 51 43 
Unfavorable -- 18 16 28 26 25 
DK -- 22 24 22 23 33 
       
Ashraf       
Favorable -- -- -- -- -- 17 
Unfavorable -- -- -- -- -- 51 
DK -- -- -- -- -- 32 
       
Zardari       
Favorable 64 32 20 11 14 14 
Unfavorable 24 65 76 84 85 83 
DK 11 4 4 4 1 2 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q41a, c, e-h. 
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Military Has Positive Influence 
 

Among the institutions and leaders on the survey, the Pakistani military receives the highest 

marks. Roughly eight-in-ten (79%) rate the military’s impact on Pakistan as good; just 16% say 

it has a bad influence.  

 

Nearly seven-in-ten Pakistanis also give 

high marks to religious leaders (69%) and 

the media (68%) for their influence on the 

country. A smaller majority (58%) says the 

same about the court system.  

 

The national government and the police 

receive considerably lower ratings. About a 

quarter of the public says the national 

government (24%) and the police (23%) 

have a positive influence on their nation. 

Seven-in-ten Pakistanis give the 

government and the police negative 

reviews. These attitudes are largely 

unchanged since last year. 

 

Consistent with Zardari’s negative personal image, few Pakistanis think he has a good impact 

on the country (15%). Roughly eight-in-ten (83%) say he has a bad influence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

High Marks for Military, Religious 
Leaders, Media, Courts 
                             % Good influence 
 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q34a-g. 
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2. The Fight Against Extremists 
 

There is little support for extremist organizations in Pakistan. 

As has been true in recent years, relatively few people express a 

favorable opinion about the Taliban (11%) or al Qaeda (13%). 

Roughly four-in-ten Pakistanis offer no opinion about the 

latter. 

 

However, these groups get somewhat higher ratings among 

supporters of the leading opposition party – 23% of those who 

identify with the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz party, or 

PML-N, view the Taliban and al Qaeda positively. 

 

When asked more specifically about the Afghan Taliban and the 

Tehrik-i-Taliban (also known as the Pakistan Taliban, or TTP), 

Pakistanis also give these groups low ratings. 

 

Opinions are more mixed regarding Lashkar-e-Taiba, an 

extremist group blamed in the 2008 Mumbai attacks and other 

terrorist incidents. About one-quarter (24%) express a 

favorable view of this organization, 36% rate it negatively and 

40% do not give an opinion. Respondents who identify with the 

PML-N (40% favorable) and those living in Punjab province 

(34%) are more likely than others to give Lashkar-e-Taiba a 

positive rating.  

 

Few Pakistanis have a positive view of the Haqqani network, 

although a solid majority (65%) do not have an opinion about 

this group, which is associated with the Taliban and is active on 

both sides of the Pakistan-Afghanistan border. 

 

 

The Extremist Threat 
 

Roughly half of Pakistanis say that India (52%) and the Taliban 

(49%) pose very serious threats to their country. Worries about 

the Taliban have risen sharply since last year, when 37% saw 

the group as a very serious threat.  

Little Support for 
Extremist Groups 

 Fav Unfav DK 
Al Qaeda % % % 
         2013 13 46 41 
         2012 13 55 31 
         2011 12 55 33 
         2010 18 53 28 
         2009 9 61 30 
         2008 25 34 41 
    
The Taliban    
         2013 11 64 23 
         2012 13 66 20 
         2011 12 63 24 
         2010 15 65 19 
         2009 10 70 20 
         2008 27 33 40 
    
Tehrik-i-Taliban   
         2013 17 56 27 
         2012 17 52 32 
         2011 19 51 30 
         2010 18 51 31 
    
Afghan Taliban   
         2013 12 47 42 
         2012 14 45 41 
         2011 15 50 35 
         2010 16 49 34 
    
Lashkar-e-Taiba   
         2013 24 36 40 
         2012 22 37 41 
         2011 27 37 36 
         2010 25 35 40 
    
Haqqani network   
         2013 8 27 65 
         2012 5 31 64 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q41b, Q41d 
& Q150a-d. 
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About one-third of Pakistanis (35%) see al Qaeda as a very serious threat, up from 2012, when 

27% held this view. 

 

Perceptions of the various threats facing 

Pakistan differ somewhat across regions. 

Residents of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province 

are most likely to rate all of these threats as 

very serious, and they are particularly 

concerned about the Taliban. Residents of 

Sindh are much more worried about the 

Taliban than India, while the reverse is true in 

Punjab, where 63% label India as a very 

serious threat and 41% say this about the 

Taliban. Also, supporters of the opposition PML-N party (69%) are more likely than 

supporters of the ruling PPP (20%) to consider India a very serious threat. 

 

When asked to choose which is the greatest threat to their country – India, the Taliban or al 

Qaeda – respondents are divided between India (38%) and the Taliban (33%). Only 4% name 

al Qaeda. Views have shifted significantly since last year, when 59% chose India and 23% said 

the Taliban. 

 

Another indicator of how concerned the 

country has become about extremism is that 

36% of Pakistanis are very worried that 

extremist groups will take over the country. 

This is up from 26% last year, although still 

lower than the 45% registered in 2009, when 

the battle with the Taliban was raging in the 

Swat Valley. 

 

Pakistanis are somewhat divided over 

whether to use the military to fight extremist 

groups. Roughly a third (35%) are in favor of 

using the Pakistani army to fight extremists 

in the Federally Administered Tribal Areas 

(FATA) and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, while 

29% oppose this policy. Views today are very 

different from 2009, when 53% backed using 

Threats Loom Large in         
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa  

% Very 
serious 
threat 

 Province 

Total KP Sindh Punjab 
Baluch-

istan 
% % % % % 

India 52 70 22 63 29 
The Taliban 49 84 54 41 36 
Al Qaeda  35 57 39 29 30 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q142a-c. 

Support or Oppose Using Army to 
Fight Extremists? 

 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q148. 
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the military in this way. Still, the percentage who say they oppose this idea has dropped 

slightly since last year. 
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3. Attitudes toward the United States and American Policies 
 

America continues to receive dismal ratings in Pakistan. In fact, the percentage of Pakistanis 

with a positive view of the United States is lower today than it was throughout much of the 

George W. Bush administration. President Obama gets low marks, and few believe U.S.-

Pakistani relations have improved during his tenure. 

 

U.S. drone strikes, a key element of Obama’s anti-terrorism efforts, are unpopular. Meanwhile, 

Pakistanis are eager to see the American campaign against extremist groups in neighboring 

Afghanistan come to an end – 66% believe it is good that most American troops will be gone in 

2014. 

 

 

Negative Assessments for U.S., Obama 
 

Overall, only 11% of Pakistanis express a positive opinion of the U.S., essentially unchanged 

from last year’s 12%. For more than a decade, the U.S. has received largely negative ratings in 

Pakistan, although as recently as 2006 more than one-quarter of Pakistanis offered a positive 

review. 

 

 

Currently, a 64% majority of Pakistanis consider the U.S. an enemy. However, this actually 

represents a slight decline from 74% in 2012. Just 8% of Pakistanis think of the U.S. as a 

partner. 

 

President Obama receives very low ratings in Pakistan – just one-in-ten say they have 

confidence in him to do the right thing in world affairs. Still, the percentage who lack 

confidence in the American leader has declined – about half (52%) now hold this view, down 

Negative Opinion of U.S. in Pakistan 

 
1999/
2000 2002 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Views of U.S. % % % % % % % % % % % % 
Favorable 23 10 21 23 27 15 19 16 17 12 12 11 
Unfavorable -- 69 60 60 56 68 63 68 68 73 80 72 
Don’t know -- 20 18 18 17 16 17 16 16 16 9 16 

1999/2000 survey trend provided by the U.S. Department of State. 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q9a. 
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from 60% last year and 68% in a 2011 poll 

conducted shortly after Osama bin Laden was 

killed in Pakistan by American special forces. 

 

 

Few See Bilateral Relations 
Improving 
 

Assessments of the U.S.-Pakistan relationship 

have grown more negative over the last few 

years. Only 13% of Pakistanis believe relations 

between the two countries have improved; in 

2006, about half (49%) held this view. Today, 

54% say things are getting worse between the 

two nations. 

 

Over the last several years, Pakistanis have 

also grown less likely to consider improving 

relations with the U.S. a priority. Nearly half 

(47%) still say improving the relationship is 

important, but this is down from 64% in 

2010. 

 

One challenge for the U.S.-Pakistan 

relationship is that many Pakistanis believe 

American policies unfairly favor their rival 

India. Roughly half of those surveyed (49%) express this view, while 10% say U.S. policies in 

South Asia are fair, and just 4% think they favor Pakistan. 

 

 

America’s Role in Fighting Extremists 
 

When asked whether they approve of U.S. drone strikes to target extremists in Pakistan, as 

well as in countries such as Yemen and Somalia, only 5% of respondents say they approve. 

More than two-thirds (68%) disapprove. 

 

 

Obama Rates Poorly 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 
 % % % % % 
Confidence 13 8 8 7 10 
No confidence 51 60 68 60 52 
Don’t know 36 32 24 34 37 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q38. 

Fewer Say Improving U.S.–
Pakistan Relations Is Important 
 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q96. 
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Views are somewhat more mixed, however, for 

the idea of the U.S. conducting drone strikes in 

conjunction with the Pakistani government: 

21% endorse this, 38% oppose it and 41% offer 

no opinion. Similarly, there is division over 

whether the drone attacks are necessary to 

defend Pakistan from extremist groups – a 

third agree with this position, while 40% 

disagree. And opinions are divided regarding 

whether the strikes are being conducted with 

(29%) or without (39%) the approval of the Pakistani government. However, there is broad 

agreement about the consequences of drone strikes, roughly three-in-four Pakistanis (74%) say 

they kill too many innocent people.  

 

Pakistanis do approve of some U.S. assistance in the battle against extremists. More than half 

(53%) would like to see the U.S. provide financial and humanitarian aid to areas where 

extremist organizations are active; just 12% oppose this idea. 

 

More than four-in-ten (44%) want the U.S. to provide intelligence and logistical support to 

Pakistani troops fighting extremists, up slightly from 37% a year ago. Again, only 12% are 

opposed. 

 

Meanwhile, fears about the Taliban and extremism may be on the rise in Pakistan, but that 

does not mean that Pakistanis want American forces to continue their fight against the Taliban 

and extremist groups in neighboring Afghanistan. About two-in-three Pakistanis (66%) say it 

is a good thing that the U.S. plans to remove most of its troops from Afghanistan in 2014. Only 

6% believe this is a bad thing for Pakistan. 

 

 

Skepticism about American Aid 
 

The U.S. has given Pakistan billions of dollars 

in assistance in recent years, but few Pakistanis 

believe it is helping their county. Only 8% say 

that American economic and military aid are 

having a mostly positive impact. About four-in-

ten think both forms of assistance are having a 

mostly negative effect on Pakistan. 

Drone Strikes… 

 Agree Disagree DK 
 % % % 
Kill too many innocent 
people 74 11 15 
    
Are being done without 
gov’t approval 39 29 32 
    
Are necessary  33 40 28 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q147a-c. 

U.S. Aid Seen as Having  
Negative Impact  

 Mostly 
positive 

Mostly 
negative 

No 
impact DK 

 % % % % 
Economic aid 8 43 13 36 
Military aid 8 40 14 38 

PEW RESEARCH CENTER Q104 & Q105. 
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Pew Research Center’s Global Attitudes Project 
Spring 2013 Survey 

Pakistan Survey Methods 
 

 

The survey in Pakistan is part of the larger cross-national Spring 2013 Pew Global Attitudes 

survey conducted under the direction of Princeton Survey Research Associates International.   

 

Results for the survey in Pakistan are based on 1,201 face-to-face interviews conducted  

March 11 to March 31, 2013. It uses a multi-stage cluster sample stratified by province and 

urbanity, representing roughly 82% of the adult population. The Federally Administered Tribal 

Areas, Gilgit-Baltistan, Azad Jammu and Kashmir were excluded for security reasons as were 

areas of instability in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (formerly the North-West Frontier Province) and 

Baluchistan — roughly 18% of the population. The sample is disproportionally urban, but the 

data are weighted to reflect the actual urban/rural distribution in Pakistan. Interviews were 

conducted in Urdu, Pashto, Punjabi, Saraiki or Sindhi.   

 

The margin of sampling error is ±4.3 percentage points. For the results based on the full 

sample, one can say with 95% confidence that the error attributable to sampling and other 

random effects is plus or minus the margin of error. In addition to sampling error, one should 

bear in mind that question wording and practical difficulties in conducting surveys can 

introduce error or bias into the findings of opinion polls. 
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Methodological notes: 

 

 Survey results are based on national samples.  For further details on sample designs, 

see Survey Methods section.  

 

 Due to rounding, percentages may not total 100%. The topline “total” columns show 

100%, because they are based on unrounded numbers.  

 

 Spring, 2011 survey in Pakistan was fielded before the death of Osama bin Laden (April 

10 – April 26), while the Late Spring, 2011 survey was conducted afterwards (May 8 – 

May 15).   

 
 For some countries, trends for certain years are omitted due to differences in sample 

design or population coverage. Omitted trends often reflect less representative samples 
than more recent surveys in the same countries. Trends that are omitted include: 

‐ Pakistan in May 2003 
 

 Not all questions included in the Spring 2013 survey are presented in this topline.  
Omitted questions have either been previously released or will be released in future 
reports. 

 
 

 



TotalDK/RefusedDissatisfiedSatisfied

Q1 Overall, are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the way 
things are going in our country today?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Spring, 2008

Spring, 2007

Spring, 2006

Spring, 2005

Spring, 2004

Summer, 2002

Pakistan

100123949

10054154

10043957

10075835

10045739

10027325

1002899

10028414

1001899

1002926

10018712

1001918

TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q4 Now thinking about our economic situation, how would you describe the current 
economic situation in Pakistan – is it very good, somewhat good, somewhat bad or very bad?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Spring, 2008

Spring, 2007

Summer, 2002

Pakistan

100142016418

100912203920

10043521338

10045024202

10045820153

10036023104

1003652084

1003642581

10035130152

TotalDK/RefusedWorsen a lot
Worsen a 

little
Remain the 

same
Improve a 

little
Improve a 

lot

Q5 And over the next 12 months do you expect the economic situation in our country to improve a lot, 
improve a little, remain the same, worsen a little or worsen a lot?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008

Summer, 2002

Pakistan

100305618337

1001288183914

10014161928194

10011311920145

10012361916143

10010421815112

1008232023215

10019141526242
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q9a Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable 
or very unfavorable opinion of: a. The United States 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008
Spring, 2007
Spring, 2006
Spring, 2005
Spring, 2004
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

10020581182

100185010174

100184812176

100174214207

100165414114

100175211136

100165414133

100165513143

100146510101

100166211102

1009661493

10016561683

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16a Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: a. crime

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

100512984

1002021285

100101593

100112888

100111692

100101691

100011890

100101495

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16b Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: b. corrupt political leaders

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

10019131958

1008142364

1004151971

1008131574

1005121775

1006011479

1004111678

1007021377

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16c Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: c. access to clean drinking water

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Pakistan

1002792161

1003672063

1001382464

1002661570
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TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16d Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: d. terrorism

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

1009121178

1002131876

100101691

100101791

1002011186

100201988

1001021086

100101593

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16e Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: e. poor quality schools

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

10012152161

10051102658

10023102462

1001262367

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16f I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell me if 
you think it is a very big problem, moderately big problem, small problem or not a problem at 

all: f. people leaving our country for jobs in other countries

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

100289102034

100106112153

10088142546

10077162347

1006572160

1006582259

1005452363

1004582062

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16g Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: g. illegal drugs

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007

Pakistan

1006161967

1003151874

1003142073

1004131972

1005152070

1003141776

1005021479
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TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16h Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: h. pollution

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007

Pakistan

1004131972

1004292165

10062102063

1005271868

1003272365

10033102262

1005151871

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16i Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell me 
if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: i. the situation in Kashmir

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

1003271474

1006151871

1005131575

1007231573

1008241868

10011041273

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16j Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell  
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: j. the situation in Afghanistan

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010

Pakistan

100172102051

10018361557

10015451760

100236102635

10026251552

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16m I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell me if 
you think it is a very big problem, moderately big problem, small problem or not a problem at 

all: m. the conflict between the civilian government and the military

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012

Pakistan

10045882020

10039561437

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16n I am going to read you things that may be problems in our country. Tell me if you think 
it is a very big problem, moderately big problem, small problem or not a problem at all: n. the 

conflict between the civilian government and the judiciary

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012

Pakistan

10045882019

10039561536

TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16o Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: o. Indian influence in Afghanistan

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012

Pakistan

1004512111716

10033251445
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TotalDK/Refused

Not a 
problem at 

all
Small 

problem
Moderately 
big problem

Very big 
problem

Q16q Now I am going to read you a list of things that may be problems in our country. Tell 
me if you think it is a very big problem, a moderately big problem, a small problem or not a 

problem at all: q. Tensions between Sunnis and Shia

Spring, 2013Pakistan 1008861859

TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q34a As I read a list of groups and organizations, for each, please tell me what kind of 
influence the group is having on the way things are going in Pakistan: a. our national 

government

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

10091183438

100914183524

10073023319

10044625214

10035719147

10055817128

10035122168

10054921204

TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q34bPAK As I read a list of groups and organizations, for each, please tell me what kind of 
influence the group is having on the way things are going in Pakistan: bPAK. President Asif 

Ali Zardari

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

1008973442

100817193224

10044820198

10045819154

1002691388

1003721195

1002721275

10037112123

In 2002 and 2007, question asked about President Pervez Musharraf.

TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q34c As I read a list of groups and organizations, for each, please tell me what kind of 
influence the group is having on the way things are going in Pakistan: c. the military

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

1008542757

100107153038

1003573947

1004573846

1004583944

1005794237

10056124928

10056103544
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TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q34d As I read a list of groups and organizations, for each, please tell me what kind of 
influence the group is having on the way things are going in Pakistan: d. the media - such as 

television, radio, newspapers and magazines

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

1001710113725

100138133431

10073134532

10010494234

10011584730

100105104630

100125154523

100108144226

TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q34e As I read a list of groups and organizations, for each, please tell me what kind of 
influence the group is having on the way things are going in Pakistan: e. religious leaders

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2007
Summer, 2002

Pakistan

1002811112921

1001510143427

100812174618

1001210173527

100118164125

1001410174119

100109154323

100118124227

TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q34f As I read a list of groups and organizations, for each, please tell me what kind of 
influence the group is having on the way things are going in Pakistan: f. court system

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

1001113184216

1001313193817

1001213184017

1001422233011

1001011203919

1001512143721

TotalDK/RefusedVery bad
Somewhat 

bad
Somewhat 

goodVery good

Q34g As I read a list of groups and organizations, for each, please tell me what kind of 
influence the group is having on the way things are going in Pakistan: g. the police

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

10063619327

10064223227

10054121248

10065017206

10064723204

10074921194

TotalDK/Refused

No 
confidence at 

all
Not too much 
confidence

Some 
confidence

A lot of 
confidence

Q38 How much confidence do you have in U.S. President Barack Obama to do the right thing 
regarding world affairs – a lot of confidence, some confidence, not too much confidence, or 

no confidence at all?

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

10036447112

1003251971

1002557891

1002463562

1003452861

10037381482
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41a And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: a. Nawaz Sharif 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008

Pakistan

100410103343

1003893445

100612123734

100417143530

100619113429

100218194121

100812143828

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41b And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: b. al Qaeda 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008

Pakistan

100412014169

10030412081

100283716162

10034421482

100334411102

100313916121

100413412112

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41c And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: c. Asif Ali Zardari 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008

Pakistan

1001111133529

10044520239

10045917155

1004691287

100475974

1001741177

10026617113

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41d And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: d. The Taliban 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009
Spring, 2008

Pakistan

1004019141512

10020531791

100194520132

10023491683

100244914102

100204620112

10023511392
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41e And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: e. Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

10022993625

10024793427

1002313123122

1002216123021

1002315113219

1003312132023

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41f And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: f. Raja Pervez Ashraf 

Spring, 2013Pakistan 100323120152

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41g And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: g. Imran Khan 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010

Pakistan

1002412123022

10019973432

10016974226

1001110103634

100241074119

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q41h And thinking about some political leaders and organizations in our country, please tell 
me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat unfavorable, or very 

unfavorable opinion of: h. Chief of Army Staff Gen. Ashfaq Parvez Kayani

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010

Pakistan

10026772734

100251173027

100261293220

1002115113420

1003410112520

TotalDK/RefusedDisapproveApprove

Q53 Do you approve or disapprove of the United States 
conducting missile strikes from pilotless aircraft called 

drones to target extremists in countries such as Pakistan, 
Yemen and Somalia?

Spring, 2013Pakistan 10027685

TotalDK/Refused
No - have not 

improved
Yes - have 
improved

Q95 Do you think relations between Pakistan and the U.S. 
have improved in recent years, or don’t you think so?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Spring, 2006

Pakistan

100302049

100304327

100253936

100303535

100264429

100295813

100335413
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TotalDK/Refused
Not at all 
important

Not too 
important

Somewhat 
important

Very 
important

Q96 How important is it that relations improve between Pakistan and the U.S., very 
important, somewhat important, not too important, or not at all important?

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

1001811183122

100161272737

10018973135

1001812102931

1002020152916

1001621162423

TotalDK/Refused
Favor 

PakistanFavor IndiaFair

Q101 What’s your opinion of U.S. policies toward India and Pakistan – would 
you say they are fair or do they favor India too much or do they favor 

Pakistan too much?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Pakistan

100324549

1003464713

100318539

100336529

100339508

1003744910

TotalDK/RefusedNo impact
Mostly 

negative
Mostly 
positive

Q104 Overall, would you say U.S. economic aid to Pakistan is having a mostly 
positive impact, a mostly negative impact, or no impact on the way things 

are going in Pakistan?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Pakistan

10033173812

1003613438

TotalDK/RefusedNo impact
Mostly 

negative
Mostly 
positive

Q105 Overall, would you say U.S. military aid to Pakistan is having a mostly 
positive impact, a mostly negative impact, or no impact on the way things 

are going in Pakistan?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Pakistan

1003715408

1003814408

TotalDK/RefusedBoth equally

Mostly to help 
Pakistan 
develop 

economically
Mostly 

military

Q106 Would you say that U.S. aid to Pakistan is mostly military aid, mostly aid to 
help Pakistan develop economically or both equally?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Pakistan

10043221718

10048191616

TotalDK/Refused
Neither 

(Volunteered)Bad thingGood thing

Q107 The U.S. plans to remove most of its troops from Afghanistan in 2014. Do you think 
this is a good thing or a bad thing for Pakistan?

Spring, 2013Pakistan 100262666
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TotalDK/RefusedNeither
More of an 

enemy
More of a 
partner

Q120 Overall, do you think of the U.S. as more of a partner of Pakistan, more 
of an enemy of Pakistan, or neither?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Spring, 2008

Pakistan

10016136011

1001512649

10014165911

1001310689

100169696

100810748

1001613648

TotalDK/Refused
No threat at 

allMinor threat

Somewhat 
serious 
threat

Very serious 
threat

Q142a How serious of a threat is a. The Taliban to our country? Is it a very serious threat, a 
somewhat serious threat, a minor threat or not a threat at all?

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

10013671657

1001716132034

1002413122229

1002114112034

1001712122137

10023851449

TotalDK/Refused
No threat at 

allMinor threat

Somewhat 
serious 
threat

Very serious 
threat

Q142b How serious of a threat is b. India to our country? Is it a very serious threat, a 
somewhat serious threat, a minor threat or not a threat at all?

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

1008451469

10011882153

10011772154

10011692054

1006682257

10014582152

TotalDK/Refused
No threat at 

allMinor threat

Somewhat 
serious 
threat

Very serious 
threat

Q142c How serious of a threat is c. al Qaeda to our country? Is it a very serious threat, a 
somewhat serious threat, a minor threat or not a threat at all?

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

100244112041

1002718161721

1003113122024

1002713102029

1002712142027

10039861235

TotalDK/Refused
None of these 
(Volunteered)

All of these 
(Volunteered)al QaedaIndiaThe Taliban

Q143 Of all of these threats I have named, which of these is the greatest threat to our country?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Pakistan

10092544832

100106535323

100106545916

100106355719

10074345923

100144743833
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TotalDK/Refused
Not at all 
worried

Not too 
worried

Somewhat 
worriedVery worried

Q146 How worried are you, if at all, that extremist groups could take control of Pakistan?

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010
Spring, 2009

Pakistan

1001110102445

1001916142526

1002115122527

1001913132134

1001319162626

100178132636

TotalDK/RefusedDisagreeAgree

Q147a For each of the following statements about the missile 
strikes from pilotless aircraft called drones, please tell me 
whether you agree or disagree: a. They are necessary to 

defend Pakistan from extremist groups  

Spring, 2013Pakistan 100284033

TotalDK/RefusedDisagreeAgree

Q147b For each of the following statements about the missile 
strikes from pilotless aircraft called drones, please tell me 

whether you agree or disagree: b. They kill too many 
innocent people 

Spring, 2013Pakistan 100151174

TotalDK/RefusedDisagreeAgree

Q147c For each of the following statements about the missile 
strikes from pilotless aircraft called drones, please tell me 

whether you agree or disagree: c. They are being done 
without the approval of the Pakistani government  

Spring, 2013Pakistan 100322939

TotalDK/RefusedOpposeSupport

Q148 Do you support or oppose using the Pakistani army to 
fight extremist groups in Federally Administered Tribal Areas 

and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa?

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Pakistan

100222453

100302049

100333037

100382537

100333532

100362935

TotalDK/RefusedOpposeSupport

Q149a Now I’m going to read you a list of things the United 
States might do to combat extremist groups in Pakistan. 

Would you support or oppose it: a. Providing financial and 
humanitarian aid to areas where extremist groups operate  

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Pakistan

100161272

100301753

100312049

100311554

100312050

100351253
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TotalDK/RefusedOpposeSupport

Q149b Now I’m going to read you a list of things the United 
States might do to combat extremist groups in Pakistan. 

Would you support or oppose it: b. Providing intelligence and 
logistical support to Pakistani troops fighting extremist 

groups

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Spring, 2009

Pakistan

100251263

100361648

100342046

100361846

100392537

100431244

TotalDK/RefusedOpposeSupport

Q149c Now I’m going to read you a list of things the United 
States might do to combat extremist groups in Pakistan. 

Would you support or oppose it: c. Conducting drone attacks 
in conjunction with the Pakistani government against leaders 

of extremist groups

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Late Spring, 2011

Spring, 2011

Spring, 2010

Pakistan

100453223

100383724

100384221

100394417

100413821

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q150a Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat 
unfavorable, or very unfavorable opinion of a. Tehrik-i-Taliban 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010

Pakistan

100313219144

100323718103

100303516136

100322923134

100273917143

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q150b Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat 
unfavorable, or very unfavorable opinion of b. Lashkar-e-Taiba 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010

Pakistan

100402015196

100392916115

100362611207

100412314166

100402313168

TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q150c Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat 
unfavorable, or very unfavorable opinion of c. Afghan Taliban 

Spring, 2013
Spring, 2012
Late Spring, 2011
Spring, 2011
Spring, 2010

Pakistan

100342920142

10036351693

100353713105

100412520104

10042331493
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TotalDK/Refused
Very 

unfavorable
Somewhat 

unfavorable
Somewhat 
favorable

Very 
favorable

Q150d Please tell me if you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat 
unfavorable, or very unfavorable opinion of d. The Haqqani Network  

Spring, 2013

Spring, 2012

Pakistan

10064181341

1006519862
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